
The Big Easy Tool
1A - (Plastic Wedge) - Insert the plastic wedge at the uppermost rear corner of the front door

frame. Each vehicle will be a little different but start the wedge into the door gap and use the
wedge to pry out the door frame enough to see where the weatherstrip contacts the body. Tapping
the wedge with the heel of the hand, carefully guide the wedge between the weatherstrip and
body. Continue inserting the wedge until there is enough gap to easily insert the BigEasy Tool.

1B - (Optional Inflatable Easy Wedge) - LUBRICATE THE EASY WEDGE WITH WINDEX
OR MILD DETERGENT. Insert the Inflatable Easy Wedge at the uppermost rear corner of
the door frame. The Easy Wedge should be inserted 2/3rds into the car. If obstructed by
weatherstrip a plastic or wood wedge may assist. With experience the Easy Wedge will enter
most cars without assistance. Inflate the wedge to allow insertion of the BigEasy.

2- Insert the BigEasy Tool into the vehicle interior and use the tip of the Tool to manipulate the
electric lock button, the sliding lock button, or the door opening handle. If the bend in the
BigEasy Tool is not sufficient, remove the Tool and adjust the bend to the required configuration
for the vehicle at hand.

Note: The BigEasy Tool can often be used to tilt the inside rearview mirror to view a lock slide
or door handle not directly visible from the working position.

1- Insert the plastic wedge or optional
Inflatable Easy Wedge into the uppermost
rear corner of the front door frame just
enough to relieve the pressure between the
weatherstrip and body.

2- Insert the SureGrip strip into the interior
of the vehicle and slide it down to the
vertical lock knob. Hold one leg of the
SureGrip strip with each hand. Push and
pull opposite legs to "steer" the SureGrip
as you lower it onto the vertical lock knob.

3- After the SureGrip strip is positioned on
the vertical lock knob, pull rearward until
snug to grip the knob and then add a slight
upward pull to lift the vertical lock knob.

Lockout Tool Kit INSTRUCTIONS
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SureGrip Lock Knob Lifter

1A

1B Optional Inflatable
Easy Wedge.

Paint Protector reduces friction between the
car door and the BigEasy so the powder
coating on the BigEasy does not rub off.
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